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MATERIALS
Main color: 3 (3) balls of Friends Extra Fine
Merino, col.  Shamrock (104)
Contrast color 1: 1 (1) ball of Friends Extra
Fine Merino col. Sunflower (24)
Contrast color 2: 1 (1) ball of Friends Extra
Fine Merino col.  Dark Turquoise (95)

4.5mm hook (US7)

Tape measure
Yarn needle
Scissors
Stitch markers

YARN QUALITY
Friends Extra Fine Merino, Hobbii

100% Merino Wool
50 g (1.75 oz) = 165 m (180 yds)

GAUGE
10 cm x 10 cm (4” x 4”) = 18 sts x 11 rows

ABBREVIATIONS
ch = chain
st/sts = stitch(es)
sl st = slip stitch
sc = single crochet
sc2tog = single crochet two stitches
together
sc blo = single crochet in back loop only
dc = double crochet
dc2tog = double crochet two stitches
together
RS = right side of work
WS = wrong side of work
FO = fasten off

SIZE
S/M, (L/XL)

MEASUREMENTS
Width: 10 (12.5) cm / 3.9” (4.9”)
Length: 23 cm / 9.06”

PATTERN INFORMATION
These soft and colourful crochet mittens are
worked in granny stitch with two strands of
Friends Extra Fine Merino. The pattern
contains instructions for adapting the size to
your measurements and a photo-guide. Skill
level is advanced beginner.

HASHTAGS FOR SOCIAL MEDIA
#hobbiigranny
#hobbiidesign

BUY THE YARN HERE
https://shop.hobbii.com/granny-mittens

QUESTIONS
If you have any questions regarding this pattern, please feel free to email us at
support@hobbii.com
Please make sure to include the pattern's name and number.

Happy Crafting!
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Pattern

INFO AND TIPS
Before starting to crochet remember to take the measurements of your dominant hand:
right if you are right-handed, left if you are left-handed.

As the mittens are made of flat panels (two for each mitten), it is possible to adapt the size to
your measurements.

To adjust the patterns to your own measurements, you can:
- Use a smaller or bigger hook
- Add or reduce the number of rows of the mittens to change the size to your desire.
The same approach is suggested for your cuffs, too.

Once the four panels of a pair of mittens are done, you will sew them together leaving spaces
for the thumbs. After that, you will crochet the thumbs and then the cuffs, using contrasting
colours of yarn. All the steps are explained with the help of pictures along the written pattern.

The mittens are worked using double threads of the same colour (panels) or two different
colours (thumbs and cuffs).

PANELS size S/M
[make 4]
Using two strands of main colour and a 4.5mm hook, work 4ch, sl st into the first chain to form a
foundation ring.

Row 1 (WS): 3ch, 1dc, 1ch, [2dc, 1ch] twice, 2dc, turn.
Row 2 (RS): 4ch (=1dc, 1ch), [(2dc, 1ch, 2dc, 1ch) in next ch-1 space] 3 times, 1dc in space
between last dc and 3ch, turn.
Row 3: 4ch, [(3dc, 1ch) in next ch-1 space] 6 times, 1dc in last space after last two dc, turn.
Row 4: 4ch, [(2dc, 1ch, 2dc, 1ch) in next ch-1 space] 6 times, 1dc in last space between last 3dc
shell and 3ch.
Keep the semi-circle with the straight edge as top and work along this edge as follows:
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Picture showing the spaces where to work the 3dc shells.

Row 1 (RS): 3ch and 2dc in same space, 3dc in next space, 3dc in centre of foundation ring, 3dc
in next space, 3dc in last space, turn.
Row 2 (WS): 4ch, (3dc in next space) 4 times, 1ch, 1dc on top of last st, turn.
Row 3: 3ch and 2dc in same space, (3dc in next space) 4 times, turn.
Rows 4-17: Repeat Rows 2-3
When Row 17 is completed, do not fasten off, but move the round edge from bottom to left so
to have the long straight edge as top of your work (the hook will be on the right of it).

Picture showing the first three flat rows of the panel
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EDGING OF PANELS (Size S/M)
Work 1ch, and crochet single crochet sts as follows :
-Along first long side : 2sc around each st post or 3ch [17 rows x 2= 34 sc]
-Along round edge : skip space before 2dc shell,[ 5sc on top of each (2dc, 1ch, 2dc) group, skip
ch-1 space between groups] 6 times, skipping last ch-1 space after last group [30 sc]
-Along last long side : as for the first one, fasten off [34 + 30+ 34 = 98 sc]

Repeat the same for the other three panels.

JOINING PANELS (All sizes)

Before joining two panels together, we need to define the space for the thumb.
Put one panel (RS facing) on a table surface and lay your dominant hand on it, then move your
thumb away from your hand. Fix the area for your thumb with the help of a couple of stitch
markers.
In my case, this area starts from the 10th sc (sts count begins from bottom left of panel) and
stops in the 19th sc.
Define the same area on the second panel to join, but put the stitch markers on the opposite
side compared to the one of the previous panel.
Now you can start to sew the two pieces together, putting their wrong sides facing each other.
Using a yarn needle thread a length of matching yarn (measuring at least twice the perimeter of
the side to sew together).
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Start the sewing at the bottom of the right corner (keep the panels with the round tops up to
define right and left sides).

Match stitches from both sides (look at first collage above) and insert the needle (just under the
tops of the stitches), from bottom to top, into the first couple of stitches. Repeat once more to
secure the thread.

Next insert the needle from top to bottom in another paired stitches, then insert needle from
bottom to top of next stitches. Repeat until you reach the thumb space.

Do not cut yarn (look at the second collage above), but insert the needle up and down along one
side of the thumb area. When you reach the other couple of stitch markers resume the sewing
as in the first part of the joining. When you reach the bottom left corner, secure the thread and
cut the yarn.

Repeat the same for the other two panels.
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In this picture you see the joining completed.

THUMBS  (All sizes)

Using a 4,5 mm hook and two different threads held together (Main color and Contrast color 1
for one thumb and Main color and Contrast color 2 for the other thumb), join yarns with a sl st
just under the stitch marker on the left, that is around the dc of the shell (check image above).
You are going to work in rounds this time.

Round 1: 3ch and 2dc in same space, 3dc in next space on the other side of mitten (still around
dc of shell), (3dc in next space) twice, in the next two spaces across the seam : 1dc in first space,
dc2tog between two spaces, 1dc in second space, (3dc in next space) twice, sl st in top of initial
3ch.
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Round 2: 3ch, (3dc in next space) 3 times, in the two spaces straddling the previous dc2tog : 1dc
in first space, dc2tog between two spaces, 1dc in second space, 3dc in next space, 2dc in last
space and sl st in top of initial 3ch.

Round 3: 3ch and 2dc in the same space, (3dc in next space) twice, (2dc in next space) twice, 3dc
in next space, sl st in top of initial 3ch.

Round 4: 3ch, (2dc in next space) 5 times, 1dc in last space, sl st in top of initial 3ch.

Round 5: 3ch and 1dc in the same space, (2dc in next space) 5 times, sl st in top of initial 3ch.

Round 6: as round 4. [Rounds 4-6 are the ones you can play with to adjust the length of your
thumb : simply add or remove rows at your convenience].

Round 7: 3ch, 11dc (worked on top of the previous sts), sl st in top of initial 3ch. [you can
substitute dc with half dc]

Round 8: 1ch, sc2tog six times, sl st in first sc and fasten off leaving a long tail to close the gap
[once the thumb is turned inside-out].

Repeat for the second thumb on other mitten

CUFFS (Size S/M)
Using two strands held together (Main color with Contrast color) so that the colour pair is
different from the one used for the thumb.

Keeping the mitten upside-down, join yarns with a sl st in first  space of the panel in the back, so
that the RS of the cuff will be facing inwards but, once you fold it, it will be shown on the RS of
the mitten.

Round 1: first panel : 3ch and 2dc in same space, (3dc in next space) 3 times, 3dc in space
between 2nd and 3rd dc of last shell, second panel : 3dc in space between 1st and 2nd dc of first
shell, (3dc shell in next space) 4 times, 3dc in space between 2nd and 3rd dc of last shell, back to
first panel : 3dc between 1st and 2nd dc of first shell, sl st in top of initial 3ch.

Rounds 2-9: 3ch, (3dc in next space) 11 times, 2dc in last space, sl st in top of initial 3ch.

Round 10: 1ch and 1sc in same space, sc in top of each dc, sl st in top of first sc.
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Round 11: sl st around the cuff loosely, fasten off.

You can add (or remove) more rounds to your cuffs if you prefer.

Fold the cuff to the outside and weave in all ends.

Repeat for the second cuff.

PANELS Size L/XL
[make 4]
Using two strands of main colour and a 4.5mm hook, work 4ch, sl st into the first chain to form a
foundation ring.

Rows 1-4: Same as for size S/M mittens, at end of row 4 turn.

Row 5 (RS): 4ch, [(2dc, 1ch) in each ch-1 space] 12 times, 1dc in last space after last dc, and
position semi-circle so to have the straight side up as in first picture of the below photo collage.
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Row 1 (RS): 3ch and 2dc in same space, (3dc in next space) twice, 3dc in centre of foundation
ring, (3dc in next space) twice, 3dc in last space, turn. [check the other two images of the above
photo collage to see where to place correctly all the sts]

Row 2 (WS): 3ch, (3dc in next space) 6 times, 1dc on top of previous 3ch, turn.

Row 3: 3ch and 2dc in same space, (3dc in next space) 6 times, turn.

Rows 4-17: repeat rows 2-3 ending with row 17 (RS), DO NOT FASTEN OFF.

EDGING OF PANELS (Size L/XL)

Work 1ch, and crochet single crochet sts as follows :
- Along the first side: 2sc around each st post or 3ch [17 rows x 2= 34 sc]                            -
- Along round edge: skip space before 2dc shell,(1sc on top of each dc and in each ch-1

space) 11 times, 1sc on top of last two dc, skip last ch-1 space after last 2dc group [38 sc]
- Along the otherside : as for the first one, fasten off [34 + 38+ 34 = 106 sc]

Repeat the same for the other three panels.

JOINING PANELS as for Size S/M
THUMBS as for Size S/M
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CUFFS (Size L/XL)
Using two strands held together (Main color with Contrast color) so that the colour pair is
different from the one used for the thumb.

Keeping the mitten upside-down, join two threads with a sl st in to the top of the first dc of the
first shell of the panel facing you.

Round 1: (1sc in top of each shell sts) 7 times of first panel, (1sc in top of each shell sts) 7 times
of next panel, sl st in top of first sc. [42 sc]

Ribbing begins:

Row 1: 21ch, insert hook in 2nd chain from hook, work 20 sc along foundation chain, sl st in
next two sc along round 1, turn.
Row 2: skip last two slip stitches, work 20 sc in back loop only, turn.
Row 3: 1ch, 20sc in back loop only, sl st in next two sc along round 1, turn.
Rows 4-42: repeat rows 2-3 and, when the last row is completed, fasten off leaving a long tail for
sewing together the two ends of the cuff.

Weave in all ends and fold the cuff to the outside. If you prefer not to have a folded cuff, work a
smaller foundation chain, instead.

Repeat for the second mitten.
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Enjoy!
Alessandra

homemade@myplace
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